Renaissance Recorder
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Early Renaissance consort after Virdung/Agricola, by Adrian Brown. As the sixteenth century
progressed, consort recorders were constructed with conical bores.Adri's Dream recorder
soprano (descant) c'', red, plastic head, wooden body, baroque fingering, doub Mollenhauer
Dream Soprano (Descant) C'', Natural.Here is a listing of our best renaissance and medieval
style soprano, alto, tenor and bass recorders for sale. These instruments are designed with a
wide, slightly .The recorder in the Renaissance, one of the important periods in the
instrument's history when it was mainly used as an ensemble instrument played in consorts.I
have been working for many years on establishing a checklist of surviving renaissance
recorders. The idea is to try to gather as much information as possible.When I made
renaissance recorders based on the measurements of the Vienna collection, I was amazed how
strongly they interacted with 16th c. harmonies.Renaissance[edit]. In the 16th century, the
structure, repertoire, and performing practice of the recorder is better documented than.The
best known consort instruments of the Renaissance are the recorders. They differ from the
transverse flutes by being blown at one end, having a whistle-like.RENAISSANCE
RECORDERS These modern pitch instruments are made of maple and designed to work
beautifully as an ensemble. They are flawless in tone.Results 1 - 14 The construction of Adri's
Dream Recorder is based on renaissance characteristics. The wide bore creates a strong yet
soft tone. Best in large.Results 1 - 24 of 48 Harmony HI Renaissance Style C Soprano
Recorder (Ivory) Moeck Renaissance Alto Treble Recorder, Maple, Baroque.The recorder of
the Renaissance period of western music history (approximately the midth century to the end
of the 16th century) was not so much a solo.In 15th and 16th century Europe the great bass
recorder was most typically played with other recorders of differing sizes (see Renaissance
Recorder Consort) by.The Recorder in the Renaissance The profile of the modern recorder, in
three sections so familiar to grade-school children, emerged in the second half of the.The
Renaissance Recorder. This recorder I made at the MIA school in norway. The Gallery
Updated the 14th of December 1) famous renaissance alto recorder in f — EUR First Fred
Morgan Francesco Li Virghi renaissance tenor recorder in c after Praetorius. Francesco Li
.You can play on Renaissance recorders, we have medieval music, and we have baroque
music, which is a completely different type of recorder.Renaissance recorders in the tradition
of Sylvestro Ganassi "La Fontegara", Venice , Soprano recorder in c, alto recorder in g.Sheet
music for soprano recorder and piano Medium difficulty, Contains printed piano
accompaniment, ISBN , publisher no. ED , Buy The Renaissance Recorder by Divers Auteurs
(ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible
orders.Find great deals for Moeck Renaissance Soprano Descant Recorder. Shop with
confidence on eBay!.The third volume in the Renaissance Recorder Anthology series presents
well- known and newly discovered gems from the era selected and edited by Peter.
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